Washington, D.C. – U.S. Senator John McCain (R-AZ) will commemorated the 20th anniversary of the fall
of the Berlin Wall and spoke about the continuing need for the United States to support human rights in its
foreign policy at an address to the Johns Hopkins University Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced
International Studies (SAIS), Monday, November 9, 2009.
Thank you, Kurt, for that very kind introduction. And thank you for your many years of service to our
country. You are a model of what a Foreign Service Officer should be, and the State Department loss is
very much Johns Hopkins gain.
Thank you as well to Dean Einhorn, and to all of the leadership of this great university, for inviting me
here today. The Johns Hopkins School of Advanced International Studies is one of the world finest places
of higher learning. And it is a privilege to speak to such a distinguished group of present and future
leaders.
Reaching out to young people like you was a key part of my presidential campaign last year – and look
what that got me. All I have to show for it is an unhealthy obsession with Twitter. Actually, I wrote the
following item there this morning: Twenty years ago today, the Berlin Wall fell, Germany was united,
Europe was transformed, and history was made. This was a genuine turning point in human events. And I
am honored to be here with you today to commemorate it.
I imagine the fall of the Berlin Wall was a moment when some of you first began to grow aware of the
wider world, and its capacity for change. At the time, you may not have fully grasped the enormity of that
day 20 years ago. But you’re now learning about the forces that led to the events of November 9, 1989 –
when Germans poured into the streets of Berlin by the millions, tore down one of authoritarianism most
offensive monuments, and in so doing, not only reunited their nation, but brought forth the promise of a
Europe whole, free and at peace.
The shockwaves of that day reverberated for years to come realigning the tectonic plates of geopolitics,
and expanding the very boundaries of what people at the time thought possible. The fall of the Berlin Wall
led directly to peaceful revolutions that liberated central and eastern Europe … to the collapse of an evil
empire that threatened thee peace of the world for decades … to the transformation of the world greatest
alliance, NATO, into an institution for unifying Europe … and to the single largest expansion of freedom in
history, which has stretched across Asia, deep into Africa, and throughout our own hemisphere. This is
the world you have grown up knowing, and the world that you now inherit. And to think: All of it began 20
years ago today. Its truly remarkable thing.
For an old guy like me, today also brings back many other memories – memories of the long twilight
struggle that preceded the fall of the Wall. I remember moments when the fate of the world seemed to
hang in the balance, but wise and brave decisions by Americans of both parties, and by our allies, helped
to keep the peace. I remember the enormous sacrifice that this peace entailed – the many brave souls,,
some of them my friends, who gave their lives to win the Cold War.
Most of all, I remember five long decades when, for all our many differences, Americans nonetheless
maintained a bipartisan commitment to the freedom and security of our allies. And together, we in the
West kept faith with those on the other side of the walls of that world struggle, confident that they wanted
the same things we did – liberty equal justice, an opportunity to prosper by their own talents, and a
chance to live under the rule of law, not under the thumbs of tyrants.
This, my friends, is what today anniversary is all about. The Berlin Wall fell for many reasons – it true.
Economic power had a lot to do with it – for without the combined wealth of the West, we would never
have overcome our darkest hours of need. Military power also had a lot to do with it – for without the
strength too defend ourselves, our dreams of peace would have remained just that. But beyond all of this,
what truly toppled the Berlin Wall and ended the Cold War was a deeper power, a moral power – the
universal appeal of human rights, and the support of the West for all who struggled for these values
behind the Iron Curtain.

That support for human rights came from European allies like Konrad Adenauer, Helmut Kohl, and
Margaret Thatcher. It came from Democrats like Harry Truman, John F. Kennedy, and Scoop Jackson.
And it came from Republicans like Ronald Reagan – whose message of solidarity with the oppressed
carried into the coldest gulags of the Soviet empire, and who stood before the bleakest symbol of the
Cold War, and told Mr. Gorbachev to tear the awful thing down.
In retrospect, this all seems unobjectionable. But I can assure you, my friends, it was anything but. Some
objected because they thought America had no right to preach moral values when we failed to live up to
them ourselves at times. Others objected because they felt the most America could do for human rights
was to lead by example, but not take sides on the internal matters of other countries. Still others objected
because they saw issues of morality and human rights as secondary to the real business of foreign policy
– to the trade-offs, and deal-making, and interest-seeking of the world as it is, not as we would wish it to
be.
We heard all of these arguments back then, and we hear them again now – for this great debate over
human rights and foreign policy is as old as America itself, and it continues to this day. I know the Bush
Administration spoke a lot about freedom, and democracy, and human rights. But that does not make
them dirty words, and it does not make them ideas unworthy of our support today. Quite the contrary. The
good thing is, America long-running debate over whether, and how, to support human rights offers a lot of
lessons to guide us at present. I’m just old enough to remember some of them, so Id like to suggest a few
of these lessons to you today.
Most important is this: The United States has a special responsibility to champion human rights – in all
places, for all peoples, and at all times. Why us? The answer, I think, is simple: It’s who we are. Human
rights – the right to life and liberty, to the protection of property, and to rule by the consent of the
governed – these values are the core of our national creed. And it is fidelity to these values – not ethnicity
or religion, culture or class – that makes one an American.
And yet, human rights are not just American values; they are universal values. We embody them, but we
do not own them. We think it should not be just the purpose of our government, but of all governments, to
protect human rights. And when we see rulers who violate the basic rights of their citizens, it offends a
sense of justice in us that we believe is shared by all people, regardless of their differences. It leads us to
demand better of governments, for the simple reason that it is the right thing to do. Since America earliest
days, human rights have shaped not only who we are, but how we conduct ourselves abroad. And this
should never change.
Our experience suggests another reason, a more self-interested reason, why human rights matter. I know
that, in your studies here at Johns Hopkins, you are reading thinkers who suggest that what matters most
in international relations is not how governments treat their people, but how they behave toward other
governments. At the risk of angering your professors, I will save you some work: That theory is false. The
character of states cannot be separated from their conduct in the world. Governments that protect the
basic rights of their citizens are more apt to play a peaceful role in world affairs. At the same time, if
governments cheat, and lie, and use violence against their own people, how do you think they will deal
with us?
Look at Russia. Is it a coincidence that as Russia has reverted to authoritarianism at home, it has also
become more aggressive abroad? Is it a coincidence that a Russia in which peaceful critics of the
government are murdered invaded its neighbor, Georgia, and occupies parts of it to this day? Is it
coincidence that a leader who has described the peaceful collapse of the Soviet Union as the worst
geopolitical catastrophe of the 20th century now wants to dominate the nations of the old Soviet near
abroad? I wish this were coincidental. But sadly, it is not.
If we do not accept that the nature of regimes shapes their conduct, we misread international politics in a
profound and detrimental way. We risk expecting better behavior from despotic rulers than we have
reason to. And we risk missing what is often the most transformational force for good in our world: the
anger of oppressed people, and the hope they nurture for change. That internal spark is what brought

Germans into the streets of Berlin 20 years ago, and made us all a whole lot safer.
A world where the human rights of more people in more places are respected is not only a more just
world. It is a more stable, more secure world. U.S. foreign policy is a complex mix of pressing concerns.
We know the benefits of defending and promoting our values can often be long in coming, and our
support for human rights will never be our only priority. But we must always make it a high priority.
It matters what we say – or don’t say. The United States remains the world leading power, and when our
leaders speak, governments and people take notice. President Reagan always spoke up for the captives
of communism. Some of those prisoners acknowledge their jailers might have kicked them a little harder
because of it – but also how little it mattered, compared to the encouragement of knowing they were not
forgotten. For tyranny victims, even the smallest gestures from the outside world sustain their strength to
endure. I speak from personal experience.
Of course, we should recognize that some nations are more skeptical of American influence. And when
dissidents there ask for our silence, we should respect their wishes. But when these courageous people –
many your own age – call on us by name, when they plea for our solidarity in peaceful demonstrations
against their government, and when they write their banners of protest in English, this is a good indication
that we can do more to support their just cause, and we should do more.
When brave men and women peacefully appeal for their rights, we should echo them and encourage
them to endure. When they are seized and thrown in prison, we should call and work for their release.
And when they face violence and intimidation, we should condemn it – privately for sure, but also in public
when necessary. This applies not only to our enemies, but also to our friends whose human rights
records should improve â€“ be they long-standing partners like Saudi Arabia and Egypt, or emerging
partners like Vietnam and Pakistan. Our friends will not enjoy these conversations, no matter how
respectful we are. But if we really value these relationships, we owe it to our friends to urge them to
protect the rights of all their citizens – for this is the truest path to lasting stability and success.
Beyond what we say about human rights, it also matters what we do. And yes, at times, America will fall
short of our own high standards. This does not mean that our values are imperfect, only that we are.
When that happens, as it did during the Cold War, as it did during the last administration, and as it
inevitably will again, our true friends will demand better of us, and we must work to be better. But we
should never believe that our own fallibility disqualifies us from supporting the rights of others. That is not
humility; it is an abdication of moral responsibility.
Indeed, it is often the very act of supporting human rights abroad that compels us to make our shining city
upon a hill shine even brighter. There is a story about Richard Nixon, who as vice president in 1957
visited Ghana to mark that nation’s birth as a free nation. Nixon was overtaken by the celebrations of
independence in Ghana, and he asked person after person, how does it feel to be free? One young man
responded, I wouldn’t know, sir. I’m from Alabama. The fact is, America support for the rights of others,
during the Cold War and today, forces us to face our own failings more honestly, and to better live up to
our own values as we did with the Voting Rights Act in 1965, or more recently, the Detainee Treatment
Act.
None of this is to say we should refuse to deal with governments we do not like. The world does not work
that way. The United States is not an NGO, and at times, we will need to deal with some pretty unsavory
characters, and make some pretty difficult compromises, for the sake of our interests, and those of our
allies. But at these times, our statements and actions in support of human rights are even more essential.
They inform our sense of realism, reminding us who we are dealing with and what to expect. And they
send a much-needed signal to captive peoples, that even as we negotiate with their oppressors, we know
whose side we are really on.
The United States should engage with any government if it serves our interests to do so. But we should
not pay for that pleasure by muzzling our criticisms of their abusive behavior, or silencing our support for
the just aspirations of their people. Repressive regimes will ask us to make that choice, but it is a false

choice, and ultimately unnecessary. Realists believe, as I do, that governments act in their own interest.
But by that logic, if abusive governments like Iran or North Korea believe that negotiating with the United
States is in their interest, then they will do it no matter what we say about their internal affairs. And after
all, most human rights abusers are more than happy to unburden themselves of their opinions of us.
There is nothing wrong with engaging oppressive regimes to further our interests, but let us use this
engagement to further all of our interests – not just our security or economic interests, but our moral
interests, our interest in human rights. Reagan negotiated and made deals with the Soviet Union that
benefited America and our allies. But Reagan also told the Soviets that their evil empire would end up on
the ash heap of history. He told Mr. Gorbachev what to do with his wall. He used engagement as one
more opportunity to demand better treatment for the captives of communism. And when Reagan did
temper his public criticisms of the Soviets, it was in response to real progress on their part, not in return
for engagement itself.
Of course, we will only get so far by urging abusive regimes, whether in private or public or both, to treat
their people better. We also need to support those people directly ourselves – to empower them to
promote their own aspirations and prepare for the day that they will govern themselves. This means
providing access to true information, both by broadcasting it ourselves and helping closed societies to get
it on their own. It means strengthening civil society to balance state power. It means support for political
parties, the middle class, labor unions, student organizations, religious groups, and other associations.
And it means helping to strengthen the institutions of democracy and a free society – an independent
media, legislatures, courts of justice, uncorrupt bureaucracies, elections commissions and monitors.
What form these organizations take is not up to us. America institutions of governance are the result of
220 years of experimentation, trial and error, and our own unique experience. Other societies will develop
in their own ways, consistent with their own cultures and traditions. It is their choice. But in countries like
Iran and North Korea, Zimbabwe and Burma, it is not America that is denying people this choice. It is their
own governments. They are the real obstacles to the sovereignty and independence of their nations. Our
goal should be to help people, however best we can, gain the right to make their own choices – to choose
their own leaders, develop their own talents, and live under laws of their own making.
Now, some of you might suggest, when we add all of these lessons together, it does not amount to a
strategy for simply changing the behavior of abusive regimes, but for peacefully changing the regimes
themselves. I won’t disagree with you.
This does not mean war or occupation. But let’s be honest with ourselves: Could we ever suggest that it
is a policy worthy of America to condemn Cubans, Iranians, Sudanese, or others like them to suffer
forever under their current regimes? Our goal can never be to coexist eternally with governments that are
hostile to our most basic principles of justice. We deal with states like these because we have to, not
because we like to. And while we deal with them today, tomorrow, and the next day too, we should never
forget that our real goal is to one day see the victims of oppressive regimes change them peacefully into
something better for themselves.
That was how America at its best approached the Soviet Union. And this, my friends, is what we should
remember: Supporting human rights can be a long-term endeavor. But if we believe in the power and
appeal of our values, they can supply us all at once with the strength to push for what we believe is right,
the patience to endure in what are often generational struggles, and the confidence to know that we are
on the right side of history – that it is the oppressed, not their oppressors, who will inherit the earth.
Governments that deny the rights of their citizens may look stable and imposing to us now, but they are
actually rotting inside – for they have only fear and force to sustain them, and people will not be afraid
forever.
I have seen a lot of things in my life – a lot of things, like the fall of the Berlin Wall and the end of Cold
War that I doubted I would ever witness in my lifetime. Though I see a lot of gathering storms on our
horizon, Ill tell you this, my friends: I have never been more optimistic about the promise of our world than
I am today. And much of that optimism is based on my faith in your generation character.

You understand that assaults on the dignity of others are assaults on the dignity of all humanity. You do
not look upon tyranny and injustice in the darker corners of our world as the inevitable tragedy of mankind
fallen nature. You see them as a call to action – a summons to devote your time and talents to a just
cause that is greater than yourself, the cause of human rights and dignity. Make this your legacy, and 20
years from now, maybe longer, you will be able to know that you, too, made history, and made our
country and world better. Not perfect, but better.
Twenty years, ago, I watched on television as the Wall came down, and it called to mind a quote from
President Obama fellow Nobel Laureate, William Faulkner. I decline to accept the end of man, Faulkner
said in his Nobel lecture. I believe that man will not merely endure; he will prevail. He is immortal, not
because he alone among creatures has an inexhaustible voice, but because he has a soul, a spirit
capable of compassion and sacrifice and endurance. That faith has cost many lives, but liberated many
more. It is the faith that tears down walls and builds bridges between peoples. It is the faith that made our
nation the hope of mankind. And it is the faith we now entrust to you. Take good care with it.
Thank you.

